PIAA DISTRICT 3 CHAMPIONSHIPS

2012-2013 PIAA DISTRICT 3 GIRLS AA TEAM TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

MATCH RESULTS

OCTOBER 11, 16-17, 2012

HERSHEY RACQUET CLUB
HERSHEY, PA
CLASS AA TEAM TENNIS QUARTERFINAL MATCH RESULTS

Berks Catholic 3, Trinity 0

#1 Singles: Maria Wardius BC def. Cara Sandri 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Lin Robertson BC def. Mary Brigh Lavery 6-1, 6-1
#3 Singles: Spencer Corson BC def. Haley Matthys 6-1, 7-5
#1 Doubles: Andi Eways/Lauren Firely BC vs Caroline Cecka/Rachael Barbush 7-6(4), 1-1 DNF
#2 Doubles: Tara Heummrich/Meg Lilley BC vs Natalie Weaver/Madison Depner 6-4, 2-3 DNF

Wyomissing 4, Kutztown 4-0

#1 Singles: Audrey Ann Blakely Wyo def. Monica Volk 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Greta Koch Wyo def. Sakira Fussner 6-3, 6-0
#3 Singles: Caroline Patillo Wyo vs Taylor Faust 6-2, 4-0 DNF
#1 Doubles: Mara Trifoi/Allison White Wyo def. Taylor Green/Jena Pedone 6-0, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Hayley Green/Carmen Heinley Wyo def. Amanda Miller/Jamie Siefert 6-1,6-0

Lancaster Catholic 3, Camp Hill 0

#1 Singles: Elizabeth Veronis LC vs Eleanor Gerhard 7-6(5) DNF
#2 Singles: Rachel Fazzini LC def. Melanie Sadarananda 6-0, 6-1
#3 Singles: Anna Kambouroglos LC def. Rashi Anad 6-0, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Julia Davis/Elle Cubbison LC def. Maisie Orendorf/Allison Nudel 6-0, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Karoline Lovetan/Katie Filling LC vs Alex Jones/Elizabeth Drda 6-3, 3-1 DNF

York Catholic 3, Brandywine Heights 3-0

#1 Singles: Anna Spoden YC def. Jenny Seabourne 6-2, 6-2
#2 Singles: Maddie Kepner YC def. Beca Hoke 6-1, 6-0
#3 Singles: Sara Koury YC vs Heather Rothermel 6-3, 2-1 DNF
#1 Doubles: Alyssa Potosnak/Kayla Knauss BH vs Kathryn Thomas/Katarina DeFelice 6-3, 3-1 DNF
#2 Doubles: Emily Javitt/Maggie Javit YC def. Emily Junge/Melissa Seabourne 6-2, 6-0
CLASS AA TEAM TENNIS SEMIFINAL MATCH RESULTS

Wyomissing 3, Berks Catholic 2

#1 Singles: Audrey Ann Blakely W def. Mariah Wardius 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Greta Koch W def. Lin Robertson 6-4, 6-2
#3 Singles: Caroline Patillo W def. Spencer Corson 5-7, 6-4, 7-6(5)
#1 Doubles: Andi Eways/Lauren Firely BC def. Mara Trifoi/Allison White 6-2, 6-4
#2 Doubles: Tara Heummrich/Meg Lily BC def. Carmen Heinley/Abby Waxler 6-4, 4-6, 6-2

York Catholic 3, Lancaster Catholic 1

#1 Singles: Anna Spoden YC vs Liz Veronis 2-6, 6-4
#2 Singles: Maddie Kepner YC def. Rachel Fazzini 6-4, 6-3
#3 Singles: Sarah Koury YC def. Anna Kambouros 6-1, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Julia Davis/Elle Cubbison LC def. Kathryn Thomas/Katarina DeFelikce 6-3, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Emily Javitt/Maggie Javitt YC def. Karoline Loretan/Emily Hollister 6-3, 6-3

CLASS AA TEAM TENNIS THIRD-PLACE MATCH RESULTS

Berks Catholic 3, Lancaster Catholic 1

#1 Singles: Lil Veronis LC def. Mariah Wardius 7-6(1), 6-2
#2 Singles: Lin Robertson BC def. Rachel Fazzini 6-4, 6-2
#3 Singles: Spenser Corson BC def. Anna Kambouroglos 7-5, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Andi Eways/Lauren Firely BC def. Julia Davis/Elle Cubbison 3-6, 6-1, 6-4
#2 Doubles: Tara Heummrich/Meg Lilly BC vs Karoline Loretan/Katie Filling 5-7, 6-4, 1-1

CLASS AA TEAM TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH RESULTS

Wyomissing 3, York Catholic 0

#1 Singles: Audrey Ann Blakely W def. Anna Spoden 6-1, 6-0
#2 Singles: Greta Koch W vs Maddie Kepner 6-1, 3-2
#3 Singles: Caroline Patillo W def. Sarah Koury 6-1, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Mara Trifoi/Allison White W def. Kathryn Thomas/Katarina DeFelice 6-0, 6-2
#2 Doubles: Emily Javitt/Maggie Javitt YC vs Carmen Heinley/Abby Waxler 6-0, 2-2